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Abstract
As cloud computing services rapidly expand their customer base, it has become important to share cloud
resources, so as to provide them economically. In cloud computing services, multiple types of resources,
such as processing ability, bandwidth and storage, need to be allocated simultaneously. If there is a surge
of requests, a competition will arise between these requests for the use of cloud resources. This leads to
the disruption of the service and it is necessary to consider a measure to avoid or relieve congestion of
cloud computing environments.
This paper proposes a new congestion control method for cloud computing environments which
reduces the size of required resource for congested resource type instead of restricting all service requests
as in the existing networks. Next, this paper proposes the user service specifications for the proposed
congestion control method, and clarifies the algorithm to decide the optimal size of required resource to
be reduced, based on the load offered to the system. It is demonstrated by simulation evaluations that
the proposed method can handle more requests compared with the conventional methods and relieve the
congestion. Then, this paper proposes to enhance the proposed method, so as to enable the fair resource
allocation among users in congested situation.
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1. Introduction
A cloud computing service allows any terminal to access, when and for the duration it requires,
the vast and distributed computing resources (processing ability and storage) available on the
network without worrying about the particular locations and internal structures of these
resources [1]-[4]. It is assumed that necessary resources are taken from a common resource pool.
To provide processing ability and storage, it is also necessary to allocate a network bandwidth to
access them. This means that multiple types of resources, such as processing ability, bandwidth
and storage, need to be allocated, and it is necessary that individual resource types are allocated
not independently but simultaneously [5].
As the use of cloud computing services become widespread, it becomes essential for
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economical service provision to share cloud resources and allocate cloud resources optimally.
However, if there is a surge of requests, a competition will arise between these requests for the
use of cloud resources. This may lead to the disruption of the service. Therefore, it is necessary
to consider a measure to avoid or relieve congestion. In conventional congestion control
methods [6]-[16], even when only a specific resource type is congested, the use of all resource
types would be restricted. This brings down the efficiency in the use of other resource types, and
consequently the serviceability.
Assuming that multiple types of resources are simultaneously allocated to each service, this
paper proposes a new congestion control method (“Method A” hereinafter) which reduces the
size of required resource for congested resource type, instead of restricting all service requests
when a specific types of resource is congested.
Section 2 explains the cloud resource allocation model, assuming that multiple types of
resources are simultaneously allocated to each service. Section 3 explain the overview of
Method A and clarifies the user service specifications to support Method A. The algorithm to
decide the optimal size of required resource to be reduced is also proposed. Section 4 describes
simulation evaluations which confirm the effectiveness of Method A. Section 5 proposes to
enhance Method A (“Method A-Revised” hereinafter), so as to enable the fair resource
allocation among users in congested situation. Section 6 explains the related work. Finally,
Section 7 gives the conclusions. This paper is an extension of the study in [17],[18] and [19].

2. Cloud resource allocation model
The resource allocation model for a cloud computing environment is such that multiple
resources taken from a common resource pool are allocated simultaneously to each request for a
certain period [5]. This paper considers two resource types: processing ability and bandwidth,
for the preliminary evaluation. It is assumed that the physical facilities for providing cloud
computing services are distributed over multiple centers in order to make it easy to increase the
number of the facilities when demand increases, to allow load balancing, and to enhance
reliability.
The cloud resource allocation model that incorporates these assumptions is illustrated in Fig.
1. Each center has servers (including virtual servers), which provide processing ability, and
network devices which provide the bandwidth to access the servers. The maximum size of
processing ability and bandwidth at center j (j=1,2,..,k) is assumed to be Cmaxj and Nmaxj
respectively. When a service request is generated, one optimal center is selected from among k
centers, and the processing ability and bandwidth in that center are allocated simultaneously to
the request for a certain period.
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Fig. 2 Example of resource allocation for Fig.1
system model (k=2)

If no center has sufficient resources for a new request, the request is rejected. Fig. 2 illustrates
the concept of resource allocation that takes the resource usage period into consideration.
These are the same as those in References [5],[18],[19].

3. Proposed congestion control method (Method A) for cloud
computing environments
3.1 Overview of Method A
It is supposed in this paper that there are two types of resources (processing ability and
bandwidth), and the size of each resource is normalized based on the maximum resource size for
each resource type because units used to specify the sizes of processing ability and bandwidth
are different [5].
As discussed in Section 1, the use of all resource types would be restricted even when only a
specific resource type is congested in conventional congestion control methods. This brings
down the efficiency in the use of other resource types, and consequently the serviceability. The
proposed congestion control method, Method A, aims to decrease the request loss probability
and to increase the resource efficiency, by reducing the size of required resource for congested
resource type, instead of restricting all service requests. For example, the size of required
processing ability (congested resource), Cr, will be reduced to its threshold value, Cv, when Cr
exceeds Cv. After the size of resources are fixed finally, the joint multiple resource allocation
method, Method II in Ref [5], is applied for resource allocation.
Fig. 3 illustrates the image of size reduction of required resource when only processing
ability is congested. In this Figure, request type
requires a large size of processing ability
over the threshold Cv , and request type
does not require a large size of processing ability.
As for Request type , the system will reduce the size of processing ability. According to the
size reduction of processing ability, the size of bandwidth and the value of resource holding
time will be also changed. Request type
will be processed without any reduction of

①

①

②

②
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resource size. Note that details about multiple parameters in Fig. 3 are explained in Section
3.2.

3.2 User service specifications
It is proposed to specify the following basic parameters by users to implement Method A as
shown in Fig. 4:
<Size of required resource>
Size of required processing ability: Cr
Size of required bandwidth: Nr
<Required resource holding time > H (This is the same for two resource types)

・
・

In addition to the above parameters, it is proposed to specify the following two new
parameters:
<Maximum reduction coefficient> q (0<q≤1.0)
This coefficient indicates how much reduction in the size of required resource can be
accepted when its resource type is congested. The value of q should be the same for both
processing ability and bandwidth. The acceptable minimum resource is C0=q*Cr for processing
ability, and N0=q*Nr for bandwidth. The length of service time also changes from H into H1 by
reducing the size of required resources. The length of H1 will depend on the service the user
requests. For example, the service time will be the same for video streaming services even if the
video encoding rate is reduced (i.e., the allocated bandwidth is reduced). On the other hand, the
service time will become long for file transfer and H1 may be given by H/q. The other services
may require H1 which is more than H/q or less than H/q. Therefore, it was proposed to add one
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Cr：Size of required processing ability, Nr: Size of required bandwidth
H: Required resource holding time
H1: Finally determined length of resource holding time
Cv: Threshold value for processing ability
Nv: Threshold value for bandwidth, M: Ratio of resource holding time
Request type ①: Size of required processing ability is greater than Cv
Request type : Size of required processing ability is equal to or less than Cv

H

H1

C0：Acceptable minimum size of processing ability
(=q* Cr)
N0: Acceptable minimum size of bandwidth
(=q* Nr)
Cr0：Finally determined size of processing ability
Nr0: Finally determined size of bandwidth
H1: Finally determined length of resource holding time

Fig. 4 Service specifications for the proposed
congestion control method

②

Fig. 3 Image of size reduction of required resource
when processing ability is congested
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additional parameter, Ratio of resource holding time, M, and H1 is calculated by
H1=（h／q）*M
(1)
where a value of M is equal to or greater than that of q.
<Coefficient for the frequency at which the size of required resource is reduced> p
Some users or services may not tolerate the size of required resource being reduced too
frequently. p (0<p≤1.0) is defined for users so as to specify the probability at which their size
of required resource is actually reduced in the event of congestion. For example, the size of
required resource is always reduced in the event of congestion in the case where p is 1.0, while
the size of required resource is reduced in 50% of the cases of congestion (i.e., a reduction in the
size is not acceptable in the other 50% of the cases of congestion) in the case where p is 0.5.

3.3 Algorithm to decide the optimal size of required resource and reduction timing
This section discusses how much and when the size of required resource is reduced based on
the parameters specified by the user, described in Section 3.2. Fig. 4 illustrates an image how
to decide the size of required resource when the proposed algorithm is applied. Let Cr0
(C0≤Cr0≤Cr) and Nr0 (N0≤Nr0≤Nr) be the finally determined size of processing ability and
bandwidth allocated to a request, and H1 (H≤H1) the finally determined length of resource
holding time. The length of a time block is assumed be much longer than the resource holding
time.

3.3.1 Algorithm to decide Cr0, Nr0, H1
Here, it is supposed that M equals to 1.
(1) The case where only processing ability is congested
Fig. 5 illustrates the procedure flow to decide the values of Cr0 ,Nr0 and H1.
When a new service request is generated, Cr0=Cv and H1=(Cr/Cv)*H at the probability of p if
Cr exceeds the threshold (Cv). At the same time, Nr0=(Cv/Cr)*Nr at the probability of p.
However, if Nr0<N0 (i.e., the service requirements are not satisfied), Nr0=N0, Cr0=(N0/Nr)*Cr and
H1=(Nr/N0)*H are adopted. How to determine the threshold, Cv, is discussed in section 3.3.2.
(2) The case where only bandwidth is congested
The very similar procedure flow as in Fig. 5 is applied. If Nr exceeds the threshold value
(Nv), Nr0=Nv and H1=(Nr/Nv)*H at the probability of p. At the same time, Cr0=(Nv/Nr)*Cr at the
probability of p. However, if Cr0<C0 (i.e., the service requirements are not satisfied), Cr0=C0,
Nr0=(C0/Cr)*Nr and H1=(Cr/C0)*H are adopted. How to determine the threshold, Nv, is
discussed in section 3.3.2.
(3) The case where both processing ability and bandwidth are congested
If Cr>Cv, Nr>Nv and Cv/C0 > Nv/N0, the above procedure (1) is applied. If Cr>Cv, Nr>Nv
and Cv/C0 < Nv/N0, the above procedure (2) is applied.

3.3.2 Algorithm to decide the optimal values of Cv and Nv
As explained in section 3.3.1, the resource subject to size reduction is determined based on
the thresholds, Cv and Nv. Therefore, the effect of the reduction depends on these thresholds.
(1) Policies to decide the optimal values of Cv and Nv
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<Policy 1> If lowering Cv or Nv increases the number of requests that can be processed, Cv or
Nv is further reduced.
<Policy 2> If lowering Cv or Nv does not increase the number of requests that can be processed,
Cv or Nv is kept as high as possible, in order to shorten the time it takes to complete the
processing of the service.
(2) The optimal value selection graphs are created in accordance with policies in the above (1)
and those are used to determine the optimal values of Cv and Nv, based on the load actually
offered to the system. Fig. 6 illustrates one example of the graph for Cv. The vertical axis is
the optimal value of Cv and the horizontal axis is the amount of generated service requests.
Based on the amount of actually generated service requests, the optimal value of Cv is selected
in each time block. The optimal value of Nv is selected in a similar way.
Here, if the load is small enough (Area X in Fig. 6), no congestion occurs and thus there is no
need to reduce the size of required resource. Conversely, if the load is too heavy (Area Y in Fig.
6), causing a severe congestion, any change in the size cannot alleviate congestion, and thus it is
necessary to implement other congestion control mechanism which restricts most of service
requests.

＞
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Generation of service request
No
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①

Yes
No
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Area X： Congestion control (size reduction) is not applied.
Area Y: Other congestion control mechanism is required.

Fig. 6 Example of graph to decide the optimal value of Cv

①
Processing ability Cr0 and Bandwidth Nr0 are allocated
simultaneously according to Method II [5]. Note that
service request will be rejected if enough amount of
resource is less than Cr0 or Nr0
Note: It is supposed here that M is 1.0

Fig. 5 Procedure flow to decide the values of Cr0, Nr0 , H1
in the case where only processing ability is congested

4. Simulation evaluations
4.1 Evaluation model
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1) The proposed congestion control method, Method A, is evaluated using a simulator written in
the C language.
2) Fig. 1 with k=2 is assumed as the resource allocation model. That is, when a new request
occurs, one appropriate center between center 1 and center 2 is selected according to the
resource allocation algorithm and then both processing ability and bandwidth are allocated
simultaneously in the selected center.
3) The size of required processing ability and bandwidth is assumed to follow a Gaussian
distribution (its variance was 1). Let C and N be the averages of the distributions of two
resource types. The size actually required are respectively Cr and Nr as defined in Section 3.
4) The intervals between requests follow an exponential distribution with the average, r. The
length of resource holding time, H, is constant.
5) Ratio of resource holding time M is assumed to be 1.0
6) The pattern in which requests occur is a repetition of {C=a1, N=b1; C=a2, N=b2; …; C=aw,
N=bw} , where w is the number of requests that occur within one cycle of repetition, au (u=1~w)
is the size of C of the u-th request, and bu (u=1~w) is the size of N of the u-th request.

4.2 Simulation results and evaluation
The simulation results are shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. Simulations were conducted assuming
that only processing ability was congested in Figs. 7 and 9. In Fig. 8, it was assumed that both
processing ability and bandwidth were congested. The vertical axis of Fig. 7(1) and Fig. 8, S1,
indicated the increased ratio of requests processed after the size of required resource was
reduced. The horizontal axis in Figs. 7 and 8 is the value of Cv. Fig. 9 is an example of
decision graph of value Cv which is used to decide the optimal value of Cv as explained with Fig.
6 in Section 3. The following points are clear from these figures:
i) When processing ability is congested, the number of requests that can be processed
increases as the value of Cv decreases (Fig. 7(1)). However, the average service completion time
is extended when value of Cv decreases (Fig. 7(2)).

［

］

Reason When the size of required resource is reduced, the request is likely to be processed
even if the amount of available resource is small.
ii) The feature of i) is also applied even when both processing ability and bandwidth are
congested (Fig. 8). It is also clear that the value of S1 is large when both processing ability and
bandwidth are congested, compared with the case where only processing ability is congested.
[Reasons] In the case where only processing ability is congested, bandwidth may not be used
efficiently though processing ability is congested. On the other hand, both processing ability
and bandwidth will be used efficiently in the case where both processing ability and bandwidth
are congested.
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Fig. 7 Simulation result 1 (the case where only processing ability is congested)
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iii) According to Fig. 9, it is possible to determine the optimal Cv with the actual request
generation rate (i.e., the load applied to the cloud computing system). The optimal Cv is 3 in this
example when p is 0.5 and the request generation rate is around 1.4. The finally determined size
of processing ability and bandwidth allocated to a request (Cr0, Nr0) is determined according to
the algorithm described in section 3.3.1.

5. Fair congestion control algorithm (Method A-Revised)
5.1 Unfair resource allocation by Method A
As discussed in Section 4, Method A can achieve an efficient use of resources in congested
situation. However, the resources actually allocated to each request can be different depending
on their reduction ratios (q) even if two requests require the same resource size. That is, Method
A may result in an‘unfair’use of resources.
It is necessary to consider the following two aspects when taking unfairness of Method A
into consideration:
(1) Request loss probability
As shown in Fig. 10, the larger the value of q, the larger the required size of resource and
consequently, the higher the probability that the request is rejected due to a lack of resource.
(2) Service completion time
The smaller the value of q, the longer the allocated time becomes, and consequently, the
later the service completion time becomes.
Since the request loss probability is considered to be more critical than the service
completion time in actual services, this paper focuses on the request loss probability in taking
unfairness into consideration.
<Requested size>

<Minimum allocation size>
q=0.5
(M=1.0)

C0=Cr/2

Cr>Cv

Easy to be rejected

q=0.2

Cr

(M=1.0)

C0=Cr/5

H

Fig. 10 Example of unfair allocation

5.2 Concept of fair resource allocation among users in congested
situation
5.2.1 Definition of fairness
(1) Fairness can be achieved by putting requests in a queue and allocating resources to them
when the required resources become available [20]. However, this paper assumes the loss
system (non-delay services) and aims to achieve fairness without queuing in principle.
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(2) It is required to consider the fairness assuming that multiple types of resources are allocated
to each request simultaneously. If the size of requested resource is relatively large compared to
the total resource size, it has a great impact on the process of resource allocation. Therefore, we
consider the ratio, W, of the resource size allocated to a request to the maximum resource size of
that resource type. We define the resource type that has the largest W as ‘key resource type’, and
propose to focus on the key resource type in considering fairness.
It is noted that the least maximum resource size in all centers is used as for the maximum
resource size of a resource type. For example, if the maximum size of processing ability of
center 1 is 50, and that of center 2 is 80, 50 is selected as for the maximum resource size of
processing ability. Note that the key resource type is not always the same but can change
depending on time and users.
(3) As is proposed in references [5], we consider that the fairness can be achieved by allocating
key resources to each user in every time block, in proportion to the expected amount of
resources requested by each user.
(4) If no user has experienced their requests being rejected, it is determined that no unfairness
has occurred during that time block even if the amount of resources allocated to individual users
is different.

5.2.2 Measure of fair allocation
On the basis of the definition of fairness in Section 5.2.1, we propose to use the following
measure for fair resource allocation among users. The number of users is expressed as G in the
following:
(1) We introduce the normalization of resource requirement for fairness evaluation. First,
define Rg (g=1 G) as the expected amount of resources requested by user g divided by the
maximum size of that resource type. Rg is calculated per resource type and the largest value is
selected as for user g finally.
(2) Next, rg, is defined as ratio of smallest R0 among all users to Rg. For example, if Rg of
users 1, 2 and 3 are 100, 50 and 75 respectively, r1=1/2, r2=1 and r3=2/3.
According to the definition of fairness in Section 5.2.1, it can be considered that the resource
allocation is ‘fair’ when the allocated resource size multiplied by rg is the same for all users.
Fig. 11 illustrates one example. In this figure, it is supposed that there are two users and R1 is
four times larger than R2 (therefore r1 is 1/4 and r2 is 1). Case A in this figure is considered as
a fair but case B is unfair.
(3) For each time block, the key resource type of each user is identified, and the relative value of
the total amount of allocated key resource divided by the maximum resource size is calculated.
Let Vi(g) be the relative value of total amount of allocated key resource of user g in i-th time
block multiplied by rg.
(4) Let g1 be the user with the largest Vi(g), and Ni(g) be the difference between Vi(g1) and Vi(g).
Ni(g) is calculated by
Ni(g) V g
V g
(2)
We consider Ni(g) as the ‘imbalance’ on allocated resources for user g in i-th time block. Note
that Ni(g1) is equal to 0. Fig. 12 illustrates the relation between Vi(g) and Ni(g) .

～

＝ （ ）－ （ ）
ｉ

１

ｉ

(5) It is proposed to check the value F given by Equation (3) and to judge that the
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smaller the value of F is, the fairer the resource allocation is:

F

S
∑

＝［

｛

i=1

G
∑Ni(g)

｝］

/S

(3)

g=1

where S is the total number of time blocks. Fig. 13 illustrates the meaning of formula F.
If the value of F is the same for multiple users, it is proposed to judge that the smaller the
change of the value of Ni(g) is, the fairer the resource allocation is. The change of the value of
Ni(g), F1 , can be estimated by

S
F1 = Σ

G
[ Σ {Ni(g) – Nave(g)}2 ] / S

i=1

(4)

g=1

where Nave(g) is the average of Ni(g) in all time blocks.

5.3 Fair congestion control algorithm (Method A-revised)
To achieve fair resource allocation in a normal state, the authors proposed an algorithm that
attempts to resolve imbalance in resource allocation by allowing the user who has been
allocated a smaller resource amount than others to get a provisional resource allocation in the
next time section [5]. However, it is difficult to apply the same algorithm to a congested
situation as the basic resource allocation mechanism is completely different.
We propose a new algorithm (Method A-revised) to ensure fairness, which discards requests
from the user who had been allocated a relative large resource amount of the key resource type
in the previous time block, rather than reducing the resource size allocated to that user.
Specifically, using Vi(g) calculated by Eq. (5), % of requests from user g are discarded in
time block, i+1, by probability, Pi(g), which is calculated by

γ

Vi(g)
P （g）＝-----------------G
Σ Vi(g)
g=1
ｉ

where γ (0<γ

(5)

≦100) is the percentage of the requests that will be rejected to make up for
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Fig. 11 Normalization of required resource requirement for fairness evaluation
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the imbalance in time block. For example, if γ is 80, Method A-revised is applied to
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allocate resources to 80% of requests from any user but Method A in Section 4 is
applied to 20% of requests. The value of γdepends on service requirements. We
suppose that the value of γ is common to all users.

5.4 Simulation evaluations
5.4.1 Conditions
The same conditions in Section 4.1 are applied except for the followings:
1) The expected amount of resources requested by user 1 is the same as that by user 2. That
is, r1=1 and r2=1.
2) Ratio of resource allocation time M is assumed to be 1.0 and γ in Section 5.3 is 100.

5.4.2 Simulation results and evaluation
The simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 14. This figure illustrates F values (normalized)
and the resource efficiencies of Method A and Method A-revised. It is assumed that the average
generation interval of requests by user 1 is Y times of user 2 (1≦Y). That is, Y times more
requests will be generated from user 2. It is clear that Method A-revised can decrease the
value of F greatly (that is, Method A-revised enables fair resource allocation), compared with
Method A which does not consider fair allocation.

Method A

F (normalized value)

1.0

Method A-revised
0.5

0.0
1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Y (Ratio of request generation interval)
Cmax1=Cmax2=20, Nmax1=Nmax2=20, H=6, q=0.25
{C=2, N=1},r1=1 for user 1; ｛C=2, N=1}, r2=1 for user 2
Average generation interval of requests by user 1 is Y times of user 2

Fig. 14 Evaluation of fairness (value F)

6. Related work
A variety of measures to deal with congestion have been adopted in a variety of existing
networks, such as telephone networks, packet-switched networks, mobile phone networks,
frame relay networks, ISDN networks, ATM networks, and Internet[6]-[16]. As for Internet, a
special effort has been made to study the problems associated with TCP congestion control
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mechanisms and several solutions that have been proposed to improve its performance [6],[7].
Most of these conventional congestion control methods assume that a single type of resource is
allocated to each request and do not cover the model in which both processing ability and
bandwidth, dedicated to each request, are rented out simultaneously on a hourly basis.
Moreover, the use of all resource types would be restricted in the conventional congestion
control methods, even when only a specific resource type is congested. This brings down the
efficiency in the use of other resource types, and consequently the serviceability.
The proposed congestion control method (Method A) handles the case where multiple types
of resources are allocated simultaneously to each service request and adopts the measure to
improve all types of cloud resource. It is also proposed to support the fair resource allocation
even in congested situations.

7. Conclusions
This paper has proposed a new congestion control method (Method A) for cloud computing
environments (in which both processing ability and bandwidth are simultaneously allocated),
which reduces the size of required resource for congested resource type instead of restricting all
service requests. This paper has proposed the user service specifications for Method A, and
clarifies the algorithm to decide the optimal size of required resource to be reduced, based on
the load offered to the system. It has been demonstrated by simulation evaluations that
Method A can handle more requests compared with the conventional methods and can relieve
the congestion.
This paper has also proposed to enhance Method A, so as to enable the fair resource
allocation among users in congested situation. A definition of fairness in congested situation and
a measure for evaluating fair resource allocation has been clarified and it has been demonstrated
by simulation evaluations that Method A-revised enables fair allocation compared with Method
A which does not consider the fair allocation.
In the future, we will evaluate the impacts of the number of users, the number of resource
types, and the number of centers on the performance of the proposed algorithm.
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